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GIBRALTAR, Gibraltar - Jan. 29, 2019 - PRLog -- Nawid Habib, CEO and Co-Founder of the
HeadStart Group ("ICO HeadStart™") and Jose Merino, Chairman and Co-Founder, of SID Limited
("SID Limited") announce herewith entering into an Agreement to list the SID project on the ICO
HeadStart™ platform.
SID Limited is a developer of a crowd-sourced, Stellar
blockchain-enabled, internet sharing system. SID which
stands for "Share Internet Data" allows Mobile or Wi-Fi
internet to be shared from one person's Android
smartphone to another nearby smartphone or tablet OR to
share WiFis shared by the community itself to each SID
member Android or iOs smartphone. The potential of this
SID technology to complement existing technologies to
SID - ICO HeadStart Partnership
increase the time a smartphone or tablet is connected to
the internet through the sharing economy, has been the key driver behind the decision of a partnership.
"We are looking forward with great expectation to contribute to the recently announced partnership
between ICO HeadStart™ and SID Limited to offer the ICO HeadStart™ Community the possibility to
participate in this exciting project through the ICO HeadStart™ platform. There is a lot of room in the
internet-sharing market segment space considering the countless issues with internet connectivity and
security that smartphone users experience every day," says Nawid Habib of ICO HeadStart™.
Both parties agree that by having a vested business interest in each other´s Token as well as a joint
Product Business interest is the way to ensure both will help each other succeed, a real partnership in
the true sense of the word and one of the founding principles of ICO HeadStart™.
"The SID technology allows internet connectivity to be shared from one person's Android smartphone to
another person's nearby Android smartphone and also allows SID users to share Wi-Fis with the wider
community, so you don't need to remember a password but simply connect through your SID Android
and iOs Apps. According to Statista, in 2018 already, there were 16 times more smartphones than
public Wi-Fi hotspots globally, which re-enforces the massive market potential for the SID technology to
become one of the future connectivity platforms" he added.
"The mobile apps of multinational corporations, which SID is targeting as future clients, require a secure
internet connectivity between the service providers, like Dunkin´ Coffee, UniTaxi and other multinational
firms provide their services through the internet to their users during as close as possible to 24/7 as this
is crucial to the growth of their business. The SID technology is bound to make a direct impact on
revenue and customer loyalty by increasing the time users Apps are connected to the internet on a
monthly basis," says Jose Merino, Chairman and Co-Founder, of SID Limited. "We have watched as
society has become more and more dependent on the internet, but most businesses have become
totally dependent on the internet and this is the perfect solution so that future end-users, small businessor multinationals business- clients can access their product offerings through SID´s internet connectivity
improvement during more time in any given month."
"The ICO HeadStart™ team has a strong knowledge and experience in conducting a successful past
ICO as well as real world multinational projects experience with multinational clients around the world.
Their willingness to be involved with SID Limited at different levels of our business, and in particular their
contribution in the SID Tokens sale partnership announced herein, will get us a step closer in the
execution of our company mission to bring along the social impact the Founders of SID Limited and ICO
HeadStart™ set out to bring along," said Jose Merino, of SID Limited.
About ICO HeadStart™:
ICO HeadStart™ is a platform that expertly pre-screens ICOs listing the top 3% of the most promising
ICOs for you to participate in. Once ICO HeadStart™ lists the projects on their platform, it's up to their
community to select their favorites. Here's where the 'Wisdom of the Crowd' kicks in! Projects that
receive sufficient votes to reach their soft cap, will be successfully funded!
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Furthermore, ICO HeadStart's platform has a social impact twist inherent in its product design and being
part of its business model to be a fundraiser for top tier blockchain or tokenization projects to benefit a
wider community of small and large contributors alike.
The crowd sale of the SID project on the ICO HeadStart™ platform commences on March 1st, 2019.
For more information on ICO HeadStart™, visit: https://www.icoheadstart.com
About SID Limited:
SID Limited is a tech start-up created to boost the global internet connectivity with its already developed
new innovative technology which gives users a simple and efficient way to share crowd-sourced internet
access with others of the SID community. The SID team have extensive tech and telecom backgrounds,
including ex-leadership positions in major blue-chip companies.
Aims to enable a global internet access boom and thus help to lift certain segments of the 500
million poor people out of poverty, through the provision of internet connectivity, in support of the
United Nations number 1 SDG (sustainable development goal).
Provisioning of internet connectivity is aimed to be achieved by crowd-sourcing internet from
users of the SID community and share it with the wider SID – Sentinel network community, even
to those who cannot afford to pay for it, through a future Ads based model.
SID technology is not only about sharing internet originated by Wi-Fi but actually shares also
Mobile originated internet.
The system is fully decentralized, whereas Apps on smartphones can function even if the servers
are not reachable temporarily or even down for a longer period, while the sharing of the internet
of the SID App user is strictly and only a decision by such user, which is the ultimate of
decentralization.
For more information on SID Limited, visit: https://shareinternetdata.io
Contact
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